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Computer
Desktops
Notebooks
All in One
Small Form Factor

ACER from everyday computing to handling tough professional 
workloads, Acer delivers on design and performance. With 
products that offer assistance in everything from space-saving 
desktop designs to full HD, award-winning convertible notebooks 
and displays. Acer products truly represent great value, 
incredible design and cutting-edge tech solutions.
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Computer
PC components

PNY graphics cards easily upgrade PCs for faster performance on today’s 
most popular games. While providing better power efficiency for a faster, 
cooler and quieter gaming experience. Upgrade your PC memory to 
experience peak performance, low latency and power consumption, and 
extreme overclocking. With more than 30 years’ experience as a global 
tech leader, PNY products are reliable, powerful and affordable.
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Computer
Accessories
Notebook
Tablet

Max Cases for some case-makers, education is an 
afterthought. Not for Max Cases. Their company began 
with one concept – protect mobile technology products in 
the classroom. They’re known for their highly-protective 
products and device solutions guaranteed to deliver a 
perfect fit and outstanding protective performance.
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Peripherals
Monitors

Acer monitors bring a second-to-none user experience. Their high-resolution and 
viewing angles enable an outstanding visual experience that is designed for a 
revolutionary gaming performance. With monitor features that incorporate touch 
technology while being slim in size, earth-friendly in creation and affordable in cost, 
there’s no wonder Acer are the monitor of choice for industry professionals.

Asus delivers incredible viewing experiences with high-tech, full HD monitors designed 
for gaming, business and home use. The portable monitors make work and play on-the-
go simpler than ever and the innovative Eye Care range is a game changer. They’re 
flicker free and have blue light filters, which makes them better for your eyes and more 
comfortable to use.

LG has a powerful range of gaming monitors designed to give a stutter-free, fluid-
viewing experience throughout even the most heavy duty, high-res games. You’ll also 
find a range of UHD high-performance, feature-packed business monitors, with vivid 
colour and brilliant multi-tasking capabilities. LG monitors take work and play to a whole 
new level.
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720p 1080p 4K

Peripherals
Webcams

Adesso Webcams allow you to record and share colourful HD 
quality video with fine detail. They offer you:

• Instant Messenger compatibility, so you can enjoy video 
conferencing with today’s most popular Instant Messenger 
applications. 

• Includes an integrated wide-angle microphone that lets your 
voice be heard loud and clear

With all these great features, you can easily record and transmit 
your videos to everyone!
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Peripherals
Keyboards

Azio Keyboards Inspired by the classic typewriter and integrated with innovative features: 

• The Azio Retro Series is the ideal amalgam of past, present, and future. Wanting to create a 
unique user experience, every detail in all our products are intentional. 

• Using genuine leather & walnut wood gives the user a sense that they are truly using a one of a 
kind keyboard, setting them apart. By combining genuine materials and innovative technology in a 
classic form, a new modern line of creative tools are introduced.

Seal Shield Keyboards is the leading developer of medical grade keyboards that are washable 
& waterproof. Seal Shield Medical Grade keyboards are:

• 100% waterproof, so they can be cleaned with sprays or wipes without ever being 
disconnected or powered down. 

• Completely washable & submergible. They can be soaked in bleach, washed in a sink or 
even cleaned in an automatic dishwasher.

Adesso Keyboards developing technology solutions for more than 25 years, Adesso is a leading 
manufacturer of business peripherals and work from home essentials including ergonomic and 
antimicrobial keyboards
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Peripherals
Mice Seal Shield Mice are specialised washable and waterproof and purposefully designed to 

eliminate the vulnerability of cross-contamina  that high-touch surfaces pose in all 
healthcare, and other customer-facing environments. 

• Seal Shield is the leading developer of medical-grade mice that are Washable, Waterproof, 
and Spill Proof, the most c cal components for e ec ve medical mice. 

• Seal Shield mice are not only waterproof, but compa ble with most all hospital cleaners 
and disinfectants. 

• A sleek and fully sealed design allows for the elimina n of pathogens and contaminates 
throughout regular and vigorous cleaning without damage to the product.

Azio Mice stays true to the minimalist philosophy in order to accentuate its ambidextrous 
design. With its modern features and ability to work on virtually any surface.
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Connection
Cables & Adaptors 
Audio visual
Network
Serial & Parallel
USB

Lindy delivers on its motto ‘connection perfection’, with each 
product put through rigorous quality testing. With an enormous
range of audio visual, networking, computer, power and music 
cables; Lindy is one of Australia’s leading cable suppliers.
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Connection
Cable Accessories
AV Converters and Scalers
Extenders
KVM
Port Blockers
Switches
USB Converters
USB Extenders
USB hubs

Lindy from the simplest USB cables to the most advanced 
KVM switches; from network cabling solutions to the latest 
HDTV accessories, the LINDY name stands for product quality, 
choice and value for money.
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Audio
Speakers

BlueAnt born and bred in Melbourne, BlueAnt has been designing premium 
audio products since 2004. BlueAnt products deliver premium features, 
enhanced performance and unbeatable value, most importantly they make 
products people love to use. Today they have a talented team of designers, 
audio engineers, musicians and music lovers who make the products we 
ourselves would like to buy.
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Audio
Speakers

ECOXGEAR is the leader in rugged, portable and waterproof consumer 
electronics catering to the outdoor world. ECOXGEAR’s mission is to offer a 
variety of audio solutions for surfers, kayakers, campers, outdoor parties, 
Beaches, Fitness, Dancing, Jobsites, School Events, and overall outdoor 
enthusiasts. Each of its innovative products support true IPX7 waterproof 
standards.
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Audio
Speakers

Divoom is a leading innovator in pixel display & sound. As
the world's only manufacturer of pixel Bluetooth speakers.
Divoom are always striving to create the best visual and 
auditory experience and provide people around the world with 
pixel life.
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Audio
Earphones

BlueAnt produces the world’s smallest and lightest True Wireless Microbuds
and their products deliver premium features, enhanced performance and 
unbeatable value, most importantly they make products people love to use. 

Moki is a market leader of quality consumer electronics, particularly 
headphones and portable audio devices. Currently retailing in many 
countries, Moki consistently ranks as one of the bestselling, price competitive 
brands.
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Audio
Headsets BlueAnt on Ear Headphones have been engineered stylishly to provide the rhythm 

and deep bass you can feel. Pure comfort, deluxe antimicrobial sweat-proof ear cups 
and a combination of lightweight plastic and aluminium construction provide a durable 
and stylish framework for delivering pure sound clarity. 

Moki created the world first Volume Limited Kids Headphones. Moki not only fills 
niches in the ever expanding consumer electronics market, they create new classes 
within it.

Ncredible created by musician and entertainer Nick Cannon, the NCredible Audio 
family embodies stunning sound and uncompromising style. Guided by their love for 
music, they design innovative products that fit naturally into your daily life. For those 
who demand nothing less than beautiful, balanced sound and unrivalled value.
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Creative Tools
Art, Craft & School

Fiskars loved across the globe for more than four decades, 
Fiskars orange-handled scissors are a design icon. Today, our 
range of scissors is wider than ever. So, no matter how tough 
the cutting challenge, you can rest assured we have the 
scissors for you.
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Mobile Accessories 
Cases & Screen Protection

BodyGuardz are committed to offering top quality products at 
a reasonable price. Our mission is to enhance our customers' 
lifestyles through branded products and services of elevated 
value and quality. 

Lander Lander® cases provide tough protection for your 
mobile devices. Torrey®, Moab®, and Sego™ are made from 
impact-absorbing TPU with Thermoline® insulation to regulate 
temperature.
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Mobile Accessories 

Ventev Mobile device accessories for home, office, and on the road. 
Ventev keeps you connected like never before

Puregear believe in using technology and functionality to simplify 
your life and help you conquer your world when life calls.
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Business
Headsets Adesso developing technology solutions for more than 25 years, 

Adesso is a leading manufacturer of business peripherals and 
work from home essentials including USB & Jack connected 
headsets

Logitech headsets let you experience clear internet calls with 
simple plug-and-play USB-A connection and a noise-cancelling 
mic. In-line controls let you control volume or mute without 
interrupting calls. Laser-tuned drivers deliver enhanced digital 
audio with your favourite music and games.
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Storage
USB Flash Drives

HP accessories offer the perfect complement to the already 
robust portfolio of PNY products
providing solutions for consumer, small business and industry 
needs.

PNY Do more with USB Flash Drives from PNY.
Available in a variety of styles to meet all your storage needs.
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Networking
Modem Routers
Power over Ethernet
Range Extenders
Routers
Switches
Wireless Access Points

D-Link is the global provider of network technology 
solutions for consumers and businesses to connect with 
information, resources and each other. D-Link defines 
technology innovation by designing award-winning, high 
performance and first-to-market products to suit every 
budget.



Mounts & Docks
Mobile accessories
Tablet cases
Screen protection
POS displays

Compulocks is a leading designer and manufacturer 
of a wide range of high-quality IT hardware security 
and display solutions, elevating experiences for 
businesses in any work environment.
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Hard Cases
Audio Visual
Tools
Drones
Guns
Cameras

Plastica Panaro are known for our high quality of products 
and vast knowledge of plastic molding processes, which 
have been accrued over 50 years. Their cases are certified 
IP67 and exceptionally resistant to impacts, dust and 
atmospheric agents
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Gaming
Headsets

Bloody Gaming Headsets consist of high-quality materials for the highest comfort even 
after hours of computer adventures. Even the most demanding gamers will be thrilled of the 
elegant design. In terms of quality and comfort, Bloody never compromises.

Steel Series Gaming Headsets is known worldwide for the award-winning sound, 
comfortable earphone design, and durable quality of the best gaming headsets money can 
buy. The SteelSeries Arctis multi-platform gaming headsets are designed in both wired and 
wireless styles, compatible with PC and Mac, and perfect for popular console gaming 
systems like Xbox, PlayStation, Nintendo Switch, mobile devices, and more.
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Gaming
Headsets

TurtleBeach Gaming Headsets is one of the world’s leading gaming audio and accessory 
providers. The Turtle Beach brand is known for pioneering first-to-market features and patented 
innovations in high-quality, comfort-driven headsets for all levels of gamer.

Viper Gaming Headsets delivers top of the range,
built-for-purpose headsets and are the gateway to your gaming reality. Immerse yourself in the 
world of your game.

Roccat Gaming Headsets comfortable and durable, but above all optimized for excellent sound 
and mic quality. That’s how Roccat design each and every one of our headsets. Roccat’s range 
includes everything from in-ear to over-ear and includes 7.1, stereo and mobile options.
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Gaming
Keyboards

Bloody Gaming Keyboards feature the unique design, high-quality 
precision and state-of-the-art technologies. Focusing on details, 
convenience and ergonomics makes it at the top. As the centrepiece to 
your gaming setup, Bloody keyboard is designed to deliver total satisfying 
control right to your finger-tips.

Steel Series Gaming Keyboards fleet of mechanical gaming keyboards 
include RGB aluminum frame keyboards with customisable LED lighting 
to match any gamer style. The rainbow coloured keycaps with full size 
numpad or TLK options set within the aircraft grade aluminum frame 
make SteelSeries mechanical gaming keyboards stunningly aesthetic and 
durable.
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Gaming
Keyboards

Viper Gaming Keyboards delivers top of the range, built-for-purpose 
keyboards and are an essential tool to compete and conquer games 
at any experience level.

Roccat Gaming Keyboards are quality keyboards and quality 
keyboards are vital for both work and play. Whether you’re a 
mechanical purist, a couch gamer, a freak for extra functions or 
someone who wants it all – Roccat has you covered.
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Gaming
Mouse & Mousepad

Steel Series Gaming Mice keeping the most 
intense gamers and their budget in mind, 
SteelSeries mice are built to last at cheap 
affordable market prices, with hyper durable 
materials and good switches that maintain 
consistency over millions and millions of clicks.

Bloody Gaming Mice gives you the unique 
advantage of having the fast gaming engine. 
You can land more killing blows with pinpoint 
precision. 

Viper Gaming Mice offer gamers a compatible 
feel for optimum control are excellent for 
FPS+MMO style games and nicely complements 
any gaming setup.

Roccat Gaming Mice feature a reliable build with 
ergonomic form factors and precise sensors. With 
multi-button, wireless and ambidextrous options in 
the mix, Roccat cater to all gamers and gaming 
genres.
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Lighting

Dorcy is a leading maker of portable lanterns, for 
camping, and emergency lighting, some equipped 
with USB connectivity, Bluetooth audio functionality 
and Mobile Apps with built in weather stations.
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Lighting
Torches & Lanterns

Lander creates products to get you off the grid with smart-
feature headlamps and lanterns that have USB mobile 
device charging stations.
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Batteries

Dorcy choose batteries trusted by the professionals and you won’t 
get left in the dark. Dorcy is a leading battery specialist in the areas 
of camping, boating, emergency, household, security and everyday 
use. 
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Power
UPS

CyberPower has followed a path to success through 
engineering excellence and quality standards in power 
protection and computer accessories. After years of 
implementation of global branding strategy, what we’ve 
provided to millions of satisfied customers are not only award-
winning products, but a sense of security.
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Power
Surge Protectors

CyberPower Surge Protectors safeguard your critical home and 
office appliances against damaging electrical surges and lightning 
strikes. A Limited Lifetime Warranty ensures that the surge 
suppressor has passed the highest quality standards in design, 
assembly, material or workmanship. As long as you own this product, 
CyberPower will cover up to entire AUD 50,000 of properly connected 
equipment.
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Home Automation
Security

Chuango specialises in wireless smart home technology, ranging from 
DIY security and home automation to energy and health management 
systems.

Smanos is the brainchild of smanos and Chuango. Harnessing cutting-
edge design concepts, smanos delivers the ultimate user experience of 
wireless smart home and DIY security systems to households 
worldwide
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Home Automation
Security

D-Link Take your home surveillance and monitoring to a whole new level with 
D-Link’s full range of Home Security Cameras. With IP65 weather protection 
for outdoor setups, wire-free flexibility for hard-to-reach places, or just 
something discreet that gets the job done.

Eve is a ecosystem of connected accessories designed exclusively for the 
HomeKit-enabled household. Each Eve accessory brings a unique set of 
features to the table. All of which you access via any iPhone, iPad, or Apple 
Watch in your home. 


